Creating a Discussion Post
1. You can get to your Discussions to post in 2 ways.

A. Click on the Learning Module tab in the mini navbar.

Or

B. Click on the Discussions tab in the mini navbar.
2. If you click on the Learning Modules button this screen will appear.

Click on the Learning Module that corresponds with the discussion.

***Note if you clicked on the Discussions button you can skip to step 4.
3a. Click on the Discussion/Write and Post sub module.

3b. Click on the Discussion.
4. Click on the Start a New Thread button.

***Be mindful of the dates associated with each Discussion Topic/Forum.
Discussion

(1.) How can the idea that our final years “confirm and fulfill character” inform your therapeutic work with an elderly client? (2.) Identify an archetype that could assist an elderly male client with this psychological task.

W Track: Write and Post

1. A 250 word (approximately) response to the above question and post it in Module 1 before Wednesday, 11:59 p.m. Pacific Standard Time.

2. A 100 word (approximately) response to another student’s post in Module 1 and post it "under reply" to that student Sunday, 11:59 p.m. Pacific Standard Time.

5a. Type a title.
5b. Type a post.
5c. Click post to publish to the discussion board.
6. Your post will appear in the feed automatically.